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King’s Mistress
Emma Campion

2009, FIC Campion

Fourteen-year-old Alice Salisbury dutifully marries a
dangerously secretive man chosen for her by her father, and
later accepts royal protection while reluctantly participating
in a strategically beneficial affair with the king to safeguard
her family.

At the King’s Pleasure
Kate Emerson

2011, New Books FIC Emerson

Married to one man and desiring another; beautiful Lady
Anne Stafford, lady in- waiting to Queen Catherine of
Aragon, is torn between her love for her husband, George,
Lord Hastings and the king’s boon companion, the attentive
Sir William Compton. But when King Henry VIII,
amorous as always, joins the men clustering around her,
Anne realizes she has become perilously enmeshed in the
intrigues of the court.

The Tsarina’s Daughter
Carolly Erickson

2008, FIC Erickson

Hiding her identity as the grand duchess daughter of Tsar
Nicholas II, Daria Gradov looks back on her luxurious
childhood in pre-revolutionary Russia, the machinations of
an illiterate monk, and the circumstances that forced her to
assume another life.

Imperium: A Novel of Ancient Rome

Robert Harris

2006, FIC Harris

A tale inspired by the writings of Tiro, Cicero’s confidential
secretary, traces the life of the ancient Roman orator from
his beginnings as a young lawyer through his competitions
with Pompey, Caesar, and Crassus in the political arena.

Before Versailles:
A Novel of Louis XIV
Karleen Koen

2011, FIC Koen

Assuming the responsibilities of governing France after the
death of his prime minister; Louis XIV embarks on a love
affair with his sister-in-law, Henriette, triggering a scandal
that is complicated by a finance minister’s growing power and
a mysterious boy with an iron mask.

Nefertiti

Michelle Moran
2007, FIC Moran

Raised far from the Egyptian court with her sister,
Mutnodjmet, the beautiful and ambitious Nefertiti becomes
the wife of the radical new pharaoh, Amunhotep, encouraging
his plans to overturn Egypt’s state religion and making powerful
enemies in the process, while her sister, recognizing her sister’s
dangerous position, does what she can to protect her family..

The Winter Palace: A Novel of
Catherine the Great
Eva Stachniak

2012, New Books FIC Stachnia

A reimagining of the early years of Catherine the Great traces
the story of a naive German duchess as observed by young
Barbara, a servant who watches her mistress’s elevation and
rises to become one of Russia’s most clever royal spies.

Theodora: Actress,
Empress, Whore
Stella Duffy

2011, New Books FIC Duffy

Describes the colorful life of Theodora of Constantinople,
who rose from her humble beginnings and left behind a
career as a sexy stage dancer to become the empress of Rome
and ultimately a saint in the Orthodox Church.

